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ABSTRACT 
This paper summarizes Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
Recommended Practice J2944, Driving Performance Measures 
and Statistics (draft of February 12, 2013).  This Practice was 
written because commonly used measures and statistics are (1) not 
named consistently (a lane departure is also called a lane 
exceedance, lane bust, line crossing, etc.), (2) rarely defined, and 
(3) when defined, are not defined consistently.  Is a lane departure 
when any tire (or just a front tire) touches the lane marking, 
covers the lane marking, or goes beyond the lane marking, or is it 
something else?  Uncertainty about what was measured makes 
comparing driving studies extremely difficult.  Therefore, the aim 
is to require those submitting driving-related papers to 
conferences (such as this one) and journals to cite this Practice 
and which version of each measure and statistic was used. 

The current draft contains definitions for more than 50 measures 
and statistics, along with definitions for supporting terms and 
measurement guidelines.  Terms defined include longitudinal 
response time measures (e.g., until accelerator pedal release, until 
brake pedal contact, until brake jerk), longitudinal vehicle 
measures (e.g., time gap, CG distance headway, range, time to 
collision), lateral response measures and statistics (e.g., steering 
reaction time, number of steering reversals, steering entropy), and 
lateral control measures and statistics (e.g., roadway departure, 
lane departure, time to line crossing, number of lane changes).  In 
addition to a definition, application guidance for each 
measure/statistic is provided, as well as key references in which 
the measure/statistic was defined or used, and if available, a 
distribution for each measure/statistic from naturalistic driving.  
For most measures and statistics, there are multiple definitions 
from among which a user can choose, each reflecting a different 
current practice. 
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1. WHAT IS J2944? WHY IS IT NEEDED?  
WHAT IS THE CURRENT STATUS? 
SAE J2944 is a Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
Recommended Practice.  The purpose of this Practice is to define 
driving performance measures and statistics such as response 
time, lane departure, gap, time to collision (TTC), time to line 
crossing (TLC), steering reversals and so forth.  The Practice is 
currently in a draft stage, with completion expected this year.  
SAE J2944, even as a draft, is both useful and usable. 

For those not familiar with SAE nomenclature, SAE issues three 
types of “standards.”  There are standards (which is identical to 
the category name and is confusing), recommended practices, and 
information reports.  Standards (the subcategory) are what one 
must do.  Recommended practices can be either what one must do 
or should do.  Information reports are as the name indicates and 
have no implications for compliance.   

The development of Recommended Practice J2944 was stimulated 
by a master’s thesis (Savino, 2009; for whom the author was an 
advisor), that found that (1) many common driving performance 
measures had multiple names (typically 10), (2) no single name 
was used more than about 30% of the time, and (3) terms were 
rarely defined.  This makes comparing studies and evaluations 
very difficult, inhibiting progress in driving research and vehicle 
design.  Information reinforcing this need was presented at the 
2012 Auto UI Conference (Green, 2012).  (See Green, 1995; 
Gawron, 2000; Green, Cullinane, Zylstra, and Smith, 2003; 
Ostlund, Peters, Thorslund, Engstrom, Markkla, Keinath, Horst, 
Juch, Mattes, and Foehl, 2005 for background.) 

A few years ago, a SAE subcommittee was formed to develop a 
standard/recommended practice to provide standard names for 
driving performance measures and statistics and definitions for 
them.  The author of this paper is the Practice’s sponsor.  Over 
time, the Practice has grown as definitions were added, comments 
were obtained from experts, and definitions were made more 
specific.  The last major draft was released on February 12, 2013.  
On March 28, balloting on that draft closed.  The SAE Safety and 
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Human Factors Committee voted 31 to 3 (with 3 waives) in favor 
of the Recommended Practice.  For the remainder of March, as 
well as through April and May, additional comments were 
received from experts not on the SAE subcommittee to assure 
there was adequate review.  Generally, SAE relies upon expertise 
only within committees. 

At this point, approximately 40 experts have provided a total of 
about 450 comments (including about 40 comments from the 
Committee).  Only a few comments were on the official SAE or 
ISO forms used for tracking comments.  In June, all comments, 
many hand-marked on paper drafts, were typed into a spreadsheet 
and sorted in numerical order by section.  Starting in June, the 
comments were reviewed.  Currently, changes are being 
implemented in an attempt to satisfy those comments.  The “easy” 
comments (repetition of the words, missing commas, inconsistent 
formatting of DOT report numbers, etc.) are being addressed first.  
By the end of June, about half of the comments were resolved.  
The plan is to address most comments by the end of August 2013 
and all comments by September of 2013.  Some time will be 
required to develop definitions of a new measure or measures 
related to the spatial separation of vehicles (described later), one 
or two deceleration measures (e.g., deceleration rate), and a few 
other measures such as post encroachment time (PET; Gettman 
and Head, 2003).  In response to one of the comments submitted, 
inverse time to collision will also be added.  The next full Safety 
and Human Factors Committee meeting is in October of 2013.   

Normally, after a committee approves a standard and comments 
are addressed, the standard moves upward in the SAE hierarchy.  
However, given this document is more than five times longer than 
a typical standard, and there are so many comments, re-balloting 
may occur.  For this recommended practice, there is little doubt it 
will be approved.  However, re-balloting provides a formal 
mechanism to obtain and consider Committee member comments, 
which could lead to another version of the Practice.  At that point, 
the Practice will be reviewed by the group in the SAE 
organization to whom the Safety and Human Factors Committee 
reports and undergo SAE editorial review. 

Currently, activities are underway to encourage compliance with 
this Practice (or some alternative) for papers submitted to various 
conferences (such as this one) and journals, activities in which 
there is serious interest.  For example, a future paper could state, 
“The dependent statistic of interest was mean value of time-to-line 
crossing, option B per SAE J2944.  All momentary TLC values in 
excess of 10 s were excluded.”   

2. OVERALL, WHAT IS IN THE 
RECOMMEDED PRACTICE? 
The draft Practice (Table 1) is more than 120 pages long, of which 
approximately 70 pages are the body (divided into 11 sections, 
mostly categories of definitions) and approximately 50 pages are 
the appendices to the Practice.  The body includes what SAE calls 
references (8 documents that are copied in part and appear in the 
appendix).  There are 9 appendices (each containing a derivation 
of a key measure).  The appendix also contains what SAE calls a 
Bibliography, which more commonly would be called references 
section.  The bibliography contains more than 150 documents, 
mostly journal articles and proceedings papers, references cited in 
the body of J2944, mostly examples of where the measures and 
statistics defined are used.  

  

Table 1. Abridged table of contents 

Rationale 
Scope 
References 
Introduction 
General Measurement Guidance and Requirements 
Citing J2944 Definitions 
General Definitions 
Longitudinal Control: Operational Definitions for Driver’s Pedal 

Responses 
Longitudinal Control: Operational Definitions for Vehicle-Based 

Measures 
Lateral Control: Operational Definition for Driver Steering 

Responses  
Lateral Control: Operational Definitions of Vehicle-Based 

Measures 
Appendix A – Calculation of Time to Collision (TTC) 
Appendix B – Calculation of Minimum TTC 
Appendix C – Calculation of Adjusted TTC 
Appendix D – Calculation of Time-Exposed TTC 
Appendix E – Calculation of Tim-Integrated TTC 
Appendix F – Calculation of Steering Wheel Reversals 
Appendix G – Calculation of Steering Entropy 
Appendix H – Calculation of Time to Line Crossing (TLC), 

Trigonometric Method 
Appendix I  - Calculation of Minimum TLC, Approximate 

Method for Field Data 
Bibliography 
 

3. WHAT IS AN EXAMPLE OF A 
TYPICAL DEFINIITON? 
To give the reader a sense of what is in this document, one of the 
briefer definitions follows, steering reversal rate, which concerns 
how often small corrective steering motions are made.  Some 
changes in the guidance for this statistic are expected in the next 
version of the Practice based on reviewer feedback.  

9.2.3 Steering Reversal Rate (Δa, Δt, d) 
 “Number of steering wheel reversals in a given time period, t, 
divided by that time period, usually per minute. 

NOTE: The steering reversal rate (Δa, Δt, d) may also be 
computed over a specified distance traveled, d (e.g., per mile or 
kilometer). 
GUIDANCE for Steering Reversal Rate:  The lack of agreement 
over angular change and time window for a reversal also makes 
comparison of reversal rates challenging.  Ostlund, Nilsson, 
Tornros, and Forsman (2006) report reversal rates of 33 – 36 per 
minute for 1-degree reversals and 18-25 per minute for 3-degree 
reversals for rural road driving.  For motorways, the 1-degree 
reversal rates are about 25-27 per minute.  McGehee, Lee, Rizzo, 
Dawson, and Bateman (2004) show the mean of steering reversal 
rates greater than 6 degrees to be 14, 4, and 2 for older subjects 
and 16, 3, and 1 for younger subjects driving for what appear to 
be the first, second, and third minutes of a drive on a rural road in 
a driving simulator.  This suggests that it takes about three 
minutes of driving to become familiar with a driving simulator, so 
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simulator assessments involving steering reversals should not 
begin until after three minutes of training is provided. 

REQUIREMENT:  The first time the term steering reversal rate 
is used in a document, the angular change required, the time 
window, and the calculation method (option) shall be reported.” 

A related and highly detailed discussion of what constitutes a 
steering wheel reversal (another 20 references and several 
paragraphs of discussion) is not shown here.  The limited space of 
this paper is insufficient to allow for presenting such a longer 
example.  In addition, some definitions also include representative 
distributions of the measures from naturalistic driving, such as 
Figure 1 that shows a distribution for time gaps from on-road 
driving.  Such figures have been included to provide a “ground 
truth” against which driving simulator data can be compared to 
determine if the simulator data are reasonable for normal driving.   

 
Figure 1.  Time gap distribution (originally called headway) 
Source: Ervin, Sayer, LeBlanc, Bogard, Mefford, Hagan, Bareket, 
and Winkler (2005), p. 7-6. 

These additions of references, guidance, and representative 
driving data were included as a part of a concerted effort to make 
SAE J2944 useful and easy to use.  (For a description of the 
guiding principles derived from the useful/usability aims, see the 
Appendix to this paper.)  Adding that material increased the 
development effort and time.  However, the many positive 
comments SAE J2944 received support the merits of these 
enhancements.   

4. IN DETAIL, WHAT DOES THE 
PRACTICE CONTAIN? 
4.1 GENERAL MEAUREMENTS 
As SAE J2944 evolved, the amount of text repeated in multiple 
definitions grew.  That repetitive information was consolidated in 
a general measurement section, the content of which is shown in 
Table 2.   

Table 2.  Content of the general guidance section 

Specify a well-defined starting point 
Specify a well-defined ending point  
Measure driver control movements 
Eliminate random movements 
Eliminate sensor lags 
Separate automation actions from driver actions 
Identify when drivers do not drive with their hands 
Exclude preparatory movements from accelerator or brake 

response times 
Identify when drivers use both feet to drive 
Select the response measure appropriate for the question posed 
Report more than means and counts 
General measurement requirements 
 
One of the goals of this section is to eliminate the 
misunderstandings or misconceptions that practitioners and 
researchers have concerning driving performance data.  For 
example, when dealing with driver response times (and other 
measures), the unstated assumption is that all vehicle actions 
occur instantaneously.  After all, the systems are electrically 
driven, so actions should occur at the speed of light.  However, it 
takes time for vehicle sensors to detect objects, for sensor outputs 
to be integrated, for incandescent bulbs to illuminate, and so forth, 
and each of those steps can be 100 ms or more, a substantial 
fraction of the total response time. 

A second goal is to truly isolate driver actions – to separate those 
instances where, for example, automatic braking overrides human 
braking.  In addition, there is a need to identify and separately 
address unusual driver actions such as using two feet to drive or 
not driving with their hands. 

4.2 GENERAL DEFINITIONS 
The general definitions section contains terms that are (1) used in 
other definitions such as vehicle surfaces which are needed to 
specify vehicle spacing (leading surface, trailing surface), 
(2) related to the trafficway (traveled way, roadway, shoulder, 
usable shoulder, roadway pavement, vehicle lane), and (3) related 
to driver reactions (event, reaction time, movement time, response 
time).  The trafficway-related terms were added in the most 
current draft so that related measures could be defined.  For 
example, to define “number of roadway departures,” the term 
roadway needed to be defined. 

Unfortunately, fundamental terms such as road, roadway, and 
trafficway have multiple, well established, and conflicting 
definitions.  Admittedly, some of the definitions are biased 
towards U.S. practice.  However, there is reasonable acceptance 
of U.S. practice globally.  For example, the American Association 
of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
handbook, commonly referred to as the Green book, defines the 
roadway as being the traveled way (where vehicles normally 
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drive, see J2944 for the precise definition) plus the usable 
shoulder.  The Green book is the book used to design roads in the 
U.S.  (Caution:  The figure illustrating a roadway in the most 
recent issue of the Green Book (AASHTO, 2011) is incorrect.  
See the 2012 errata for the correct figure.)  The American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI), accident classification 
standard (ANSI, 2007), the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices (MUTCD; US Department of Transportation, 2009; used 
to specify traffic signs and signals in the U.S.), the Fatality 
Analysis Reduction System (FARS; U.S Department of 
Transportation, 2012; the database of fatal crashes in the U.S.) 
and the Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research 
Board, 2010) all exclude the shoulders.  Furthermore, Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) appears to have multiple 
definitions.  For the purpose of counting roadway departures, 
FHWA counts crossing the centerline (for example, for a two-lane 
road), as a roadway departure.  As a consequence, three 
definitions (options) of what constitutes the roadway are provided 
in SAE J2944 from which the user can select to fit their 
application.  To further add to the confusion, in some places in the 
literature, the term “roadway” is used where “right of way” is 
intended, which can include property well beyond the shoulders 
for a limited access road. 

One of the consequences of these conflicts was that names well 
defined and well known in the highway engineering literature 
were preferred primarily because common names (road, highway, 
etc.) were ill defined and had multiple meanings. 

4.3 PEDAL RESPONSES 
This section includes response time measures, with end points for 
the response, such as accelerator pedal release, brake pedal 
contact, brake light on, brake jerk, and so forth, reflecting the 
wide range of response time measures either found in the 
literature or likely to be used.  More response time measures may 
need to be added.  The most important consequence of this section 
is to compel researchers to specify exactly when the clock for a 
response time starts and when it ends.  The difference between 
each successive event identified in this section is on the order of 
50 to 100 ms, practically significant differences. 

The current version of SAE J2944 assumes the vehicle has an 
automatic transmission to avoid dealing with clutch pedal actions, 
which considerably complicates the response time analysis and 
would have significantly delayed completion of the first release of 
SAE J2944.  At the present time, most published studies of 
driving, especially those examining response time, are for vehicles 
with automatic transmissions.  However, to be useful to a wider 
range of vehicles, future versions of SAE J2944 will need to 
consider clutch actions. 

4.4 VEHICLE LONGITUDINAL 
MEASURES AND STATISTICS 
Table 3 shows the longitudinal measures examined.  One of the 
major problems in the literature with longitudinal measures is that 
the term headway is inappropriately used to refer to all 
longitudinal separations.  In the civil/traffic engineering literature, 
headway is defined as the front bumper of a lead vehicle to the 
front bumper of the following vehicle, either as a time or distance 
(Figure 2).  That definition is used in SAE J2944.  The term 
headway was first used, and is still used, in studies of traffic flow, 
where the inter-arrival times of vehicles are measured. 

Gap is the distance or time between the rear-most surface of a lead 
vehicle and the forward-most surface of a following vehicle, and 

is of interest when studying rear-end crashes.  Often, the term 
headway is used when gap is intended.  The difference between 
headway and gap in distance is the length of a lead vehicle, which 
is about 16 feet for a typical car, and 55 feet for a tractor-trailer.  

Table 3. Vehicle longitudinal measures and statistics 

Distance gap; Time gap 
Distance headway; Time headway 
CG (center of gravity) distance separation; CG time 

separation 
SC (spatial center) distance separation; SC time separation 
Range 
Time to collision (TTC) 
Minimum time to collision (Minimum TTC) 
Adjusted time to collision (Adjusted TTC) 
Time exposed time to collision (TET) 
Time integrated time to collision (TIT, TITTC) 

 
Recognizing that driving research concerns a wide range of 
vehicle encounters, figures defining gap for a wide range of 
encounters – merging, passing, and maneuvering at an intersection 
– were added to the most recent draft.  These measures are 
commonly used in the traffic flow simulation literature (e.g., 
Choudhury, Ramanujam, and Ben-Akiva, 2008).  They will 
become increasingly important as the variety of driving scenarios 
studied expands.  Figure 2 provides an example.   

 
Figure 2.  Gaps for a merging situation 

What some researchers do not realize is that for some driving 
simulators, the value reported as headway is neither of these two 
measures, but rather the distance between the centers of gravity 
(CG) of two successive vehicles (Figure 3).  This makes sense for 
simulators where the focus is on vehicle dynamics.   

 
Figure 3. Longitudinal distance measures 

After the most recent draft of SAE J2944 was released, the author 
learned of a fourth use of the term headway denoting the 
separation of the spatial centers (SC) of successive vehicles, a 
measure provided by some driving simulators.  This measure will 
be added to the next version of SAE J2944. 

gap 

CG separation 

headway 

SC separation 

!"
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Finally, in on-the-road tests, what is actually measured is range, 
the straight-line distance between successive vehicles, typically 
determined by radar or lidar (Figure 4).  Gap, in contrast, is the 
distance along the path.  The two terms are different only for 
curved roads.   

 
Figure 4. Gap versus range 

Another problem regarding the use of headway measures in the 
literature is that sometimes the units of measure may not be 
apparent.  Referring to these terms as distance gap and time gap is 
a solution.  Most likely, if an author only uses one of these two 
terms, they will use the official name (time gap or distance gap) 
for the first occurrence, and then a shorter name (gap) in all 
subsequent mentions. 

There are two problems concerning time to collision measures, the 
predicted time at which two objects will collide given their current 
heading, speed, etc.  (See SAE J2944 for a more precise 
definition.)  The first is how to compute TTC, with acceleration 
(Option A) or using velocity only (Option B).  There are many 
real world situations where the velocity only approximation is 
used as it provides an estimate that is acceptable.  

The second problem in calculating TTC concerns which data to 
discard.  If a lead vehicle and following vehicle have the same 
acceleration, and the lead vehicle’s velocity is either equal to or 
greater than the following vehicle’s velocity, then the TTC is 
infinite.  How then, does one compute statistics such as a mean 
value for TTC over some interval?  The commonly used solution 
offered in SAE J2944 is to discard TTC values in excess of some 
duration, although there is no consensus as to what that duration 
should be.  One alternative is to compute statistics using the 
inverse of TTC, which solves the infinity problem, but creates a 
problem if TTC is zero (so 1/TTC is infinite).  Another alternative 
is to report percentile values.  (See van der Horst, 1990; 
Minderhoud and Bovy, 2000, Brown, 2005.) 

4.5 DRIVER STEERING RESPONSES 
Steering measures (Table 4), especially response time and 
movement time, have not received as much attention in the 
literature as accelerator and brake response times, possibly 
because the most common reaction to many crash situations is to 
brake, not to steer alone, or to steer and brake.  Furthermore, the 
steering input is constantly changing, and distinguishing ongoing 
corrections from the onset of an overt response can be 
challenging.   

Table 4.  Steering measures 

Steering reaction time  
Steering movement time 
Steering response time 
Steering reversal (Swr (A,T)) 
Number of steering reversals 
Steering reversal rate (A,T) 
Steering entropy 

 
Two measures are given particular attention in SAE J2944, 
steering reversals and steering entropy.  For steering reversals, the 
challenge was to determine what constitutes a reversal, which 
requires specifying both the time period and the angular change of 
interest.  Some suggestions are proposed, but more thoughtful 
examinations of steering signals are needed to guide selection of 
the definition. 

For steering entropy, many do not realize there are actually two 
definitions in the literature (Nakayama, Futami, Nakamura, and 
Boer, 1999; Kersloot, Flint, and Parkes, 2003).  (See also Boer, 
Rakauskas, Ward, and Goodrich, 2005).  This statistic has 
languished in its use, in part because anyone who wants to use this 
statistic needs to write software to compute it, and that is not easy. 
Erwin Boer has promised to provide that code, both in C++ and 
MATLAB, and that code will either be included in the next draft 
of J2944 or made available on an open web site. 

4.6 LATERAL CONTROL MEASURES 
Just as there are many basic longitudinal control measures, there 
are many lateral control measures as well (Table 5).  The basic 
lateral position measures are straightforward to determine, though 
SAE J2944 raises the question about how to deal with curve 
cutting.  In brief, when a curve is driven, most drivers do not drive 
down the middle of lane, but cut the apex of the curve.  If one 
uses the center of the lane to compute lane position variability, 
then variability will inevitably be greater on a curving road 
because of how variability is computed.  A possible method is to 
compute the variability from the center of the mean path driven by 
all drivers.  The size of the difference between these two 
computational methods is unknown and should be determined. 

Table 5. Lateral control measures 

Lateral lane position  
Mean lane position  
Standard deviation of lane position (SDLP) 

Roadway departure 
Number of roadway departures 
Roadway departure duration 
Magnitude of roadway departures 
Roadway pavement departure 
Time integrated roadway departure magnitude 

Lane departure 
Number of lane departures 
Lane departure duration 
Magnitude of lane departures  
Time integrated lane departure magnitude 

Time to line crossing (TLC) 
Inverse time to line crossing (1 / TLC) 
Minimum time to line crossing (Minimum TLC)  

Lane change 
Number of lane changes 
Duration of lane changes 
Lane change severity 
Lane change urgency 
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In some simulators there are also issues in determining lateral 
position where the road edge location is actually is because its 
location is approximated using chords or cubic splines.  The 
effects of these approximations on how people drive are unknown, 
but presumed to be small.  Data examining this assumption is 
needed. 

As was in the general definitions section, the literature presents 
multiple definitions of what constitutes a roadway, which leads to 
multiple definitions for the number of roadway departures.  This 
is important because there are many government road construction 
and repair programs whose goal is to reduce roadway departures, 
and road departure statistics are used to assess their effectiveness. 

Similarly, there are problems in defining what a lane departure is.  
The current draft lists 11 options.  Three pertain to the front tire—
when it touches the inside of the lane boundary, when it covers 
the lane boundary, and when it is completely over the lane 
boundary (Figure 5).  What is difficult to show in this figure, but 
reflects real driving, is that the vehicle is heading towards the lane 
edge just before a lane departure, not driving parallel to it, so the 
front tires make contact first. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Three examples of lane departures 

For a 6-inch wide lane marking and a 7-inch wide tire, this can 
lead to a 13-inch difference.  For a tractor-trailer, one also needs 
to consider the case of driving a sharp curve, where the cab is in 
the lane, but the trailer is out of the lane.  This leads to three 
additional cases to consider. The final alternative in the previous 
draft considered the widest part of the vehicle, often the exterior 
mirror (except for sport coupes) and when two similar vehicles 

could come in contact (when the exterior mirror is over the center 
of the lane boundary).  After the latest draft, discussions with a 
simulator expert identified four other possibilities – when the 
bounding box for the subject vehicle touches either the inside or 
the outside of the lane boundary.  That bounding box can be 
determined using only the body or the body plus the exterior 
mirrors.  Again, the point is that there are many reasonable ways 
to define each measure and statistic, with lane departures being a 
good example. 

Also worthy of note is the computation of time to line crossing 
(TLC) (van Winsum and Godthelp, 1996; van Winsum, 
Brookhuis, and DeWaard, 2000).  In many ways, defining TLC is 
analogous to TTC.  There are multiple (at least three) ways to 
define TLC depending on what is considered in the calculation.  
There is also a problem of which data to include in the 
computation of statistics such as the mean and standard deviation 
of TLC.  If a road is very straight, and the heading angle relative 
to the road is small, then the TLC could be quite large, a minute or 
more, leading to extremely large means.  In addition to excluding 
data, looking at percentile values is an alternative. 

One of the classes of measures needing further thought are lane 
changes, whose beginning and end are difficult to determine.  
Several alternatives are offered. 

5. CLOSING THOUGHTS 
SAE J2944 is being written to improve the quality of driving 
research and evaluations by offering consistent names for driving 
performance measures and statistics, and defining them very 
precisely, thus allowing studies from different researchers and 
evaluators and in different contexts to be compared (if the 
definitions and options are cited).  For all terms, a single name is 
used, although many definitions are provided recognizing that the 
most appropriate definition will vary with the questions to be 
addressed and measurement systems available.  However, in many 
cases, guidance is provided to aid researchers in selecting a 
definition.   

Those submitting papers on driving to conferences and journals in 
the future should expect to be required to comply with SAE J2944 
or offer alternative definitions of equal specificity.  This change 
should improve the quality of driving research and evaluation.   
Comments to improve SAE Recommended Practice J2944 are 
encouraged as well as opportunities to promote its use.   
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8. APPENDIX – GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR THIS PRACTICE 
The ultimate aims were to make the document easy to use and useful.  That led to 12 design principles shown in Table 6. 

 
Table 6.  Guiding Principles for SAE J2944 

 

# Principle Comment 

1 Only use one name for each 
term. 

Agreeing on a single name was feasible and should lead to less uncertainty about what 
was being presented. 

2 In selecting a name, follow 
the lexographic principles for 
good naming. 

Those principles are listed in Savino (2009). 

3 Be comprehensive and 
include all of the commonly 
defined terms. 

If too many terms are missing, then the practice will not be used.  However, in attempting 
to be exhaustive, the practice will not be completed in a reasonable time frame. 

4 Allow for all definitions that 
are likely to be used for each 
term. 

If all viable alternative definitions are not included in the Practice, then Practice becomes 
less useful, and less likely to be used.  Furthermore, not including reasonable options 
increases the time to reach agreement, as was found to occur when developing SAE J2364. 

5 Provide complete information 
on each definition. 

In addition to the definition, provide (1) a reference to the original paper in which the term 
first appeared, (2) references for noteworthy papers in which it is cited and of which users 
should be aware (in essence, a mini literature review) and (3) representative data from 
naturalistic driving, if available.  This makes the practice more useful and encourages use. 

6 Make the document self-
contained. 

Some of the terms have long derivations (e.g., time to collision, steering entropy) that 
appear in articles that are not easily obtained by practitioners.  Key sections from those 
articles appear in their entirety in the appendix to SAE J2944. 

7 Make the sets of definitions 
complete. 

For example, to make a complete set, in addition to the time to collision, include the time-
exposed time to collision and time-integrated time to collision as well. 

8 Keep the format of the 
definitions consistent. 

For example, always include the units and have them appear at the end of the definition. 

9 Provide guidance as to when 
each definition should be 
used. 

Some practitioners do not know when to use which option of each definition or what 
parameters for each term to use. 

10 Follow the SAE format, with 
the ISO format being used 
where appropriate. 

Complying with SAE format rules when drafting the Practice will reduce the time for the 
Practice to be approved.  However, as this Practice could become an ISO standard in the 
future, compliance with ISO format rules is desired. 

11 Separate general and specific 
guidance. 

This shortens the document by avoiding repetition of the same guidance in multiple 
definitions. 

12 Base definitions on primary 
references concerning 
driving. 

Those references include the (1) AASHTO Green book (AASHTO, 2011),  (2) the FHWA 
Highway Capacity Manual (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2010),  (3) the federal 
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD, U.S. Department of 
Transportation, 2010), and (4) ANSI D16.1-2007, ANSI Accident Classification Manual 
(American National Standards Institute, 2007). 

 

 


